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NAE TWIN OTTER OPERATIONS IN FIFE 1989
by
J. I. MACPHERSON
NATIONAL AERONAUTICAL ESTABLISHMENT

ABSTRACT
During the summer of 1989, the NAE Twin Otter
Atmospheric Research Aircraft was flown in a special three-
week extension the NASA-sponsored First ISLSCP 2 Field
_F,xperiment (FIFE-89). Airborne measurements of the fluxes
of heat, momentum, water vapour and carbon dioxide were
made during 16 low-altitude flights over the FIFE project area
in central Kansas. This report documents the Twin Otter
operations in FIFE and includes details on the instrumentation,
software, flight procedures, atmospheric conditions and analysis
methods. Run-average data are presented for all 285 flux runs
flown by the Twin Otter in FIFE-89. This report is intended
to serve as a working reference for scientists utilizing Twin
Otter data either directly or through the FIFE data archive at
the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center.
2 The International Satellite _Land Surface Climatology Project
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NAE TWIN OTTER OPERATIONS IN FIFE 1989
1.0 INTRODUCTION
The First ISLSCP 1 Field Experiment (FIFE) was an international
project designed to obtain the data necessary to relate satellite measurements
to land surface/atmosphere interactions. The improved interpretation of
satellite data is important to both short-term weather forecasts and long-term
global monitoring for climate change. Most current global circulation models
used for forecasting do not include terms to adequately account for the exchange
of energy and mass between the atmosphere and the land surface, and in
particular, the vegetation on the surface. FIFE was organized by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) to study these processes over
one type of vegetation, the tall-grass prairie of central Kansas, with plans to
continue in future years to more complex biomes such as the wetlands and
boreal forests.
Airborne measurements of the fluxes of heat, momentum, carbon
dioxide and water vapour provide an essential link in relating small-scale
ground-based measurements to the large scale estimates provided by satellites.
With considerable experience in the airborne measurement of these fluxes, the
NAE was one of the Canadian agencies that participated in FIFE in 1987, using
the NAE Twin Otter atmospheric research aircraft. The Twin Otter also
represented the only available system capable of making airborne measurements
of the flux of carbon dioxide. This experiment presented an opportunity not
only to contribute to the FIFE objectives, but also to continue flux studies in an
area of uniform vegetation with enhanced surface and satellite observations.
Some of the specific Canadian objectives in FIFE were:
- to compare the Twin Otter measured fluxes with those determined
by several surface sites and other instrumented aircraft.
- to relate airborne flux estimates to run length, altitude, and environ-
mental parameters such as vegetation type, temperature, wind speed,
solar radiation, atmospheric stability and crop stress.
- to study the use of aircraft for regional observations of
fluxes and relate these measurements to satellite radiance
data.
- to attempt to infer vegetation growth rates from airborne C0 2
and water vapour flux measurements.
1 The International Satellite Land Surface Climatology Project
2In 1987, the first year of FIFE, 150 scientists, six aircraft and five
satellites were involved in the coordinated acquisition of radiometric,
atmospheric and surface biophysical data sets over the 15 x 15 km test site near
Manhattan, Kansas. A continuous year of monitoring observations (meteorolog-
ical, satellite and surface measurements) was punctuated by four intensive field
campaigns (IFC's), lasting a total of 57 days, during which most of the scientists
and the aircraft were working at the site. The NAE Twin Otter participated in
three of the IFC's, flying a total of 42 project flights to measure the fluxes of
heat, momentum, water vapour and carbon dioxide. Twin Otter FIFE data
have been digitally archived at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, and
have been analyzed and presented in a number of reports and papers (Refer-
ences 1 to 12)
Analysis of all FIFE results from the many data sources indicated some
significant shortcomings in the data set. In particular, no transition from wet to
dry soil conditions was observed during any of the IFC's, and no reliable data
on the separate contributions to the net C02 flux were collected. As a result, it
was decided that most participants would return to the FIFE site for one
additional IFC in the summer of 1989. The field phase of FIFE-89 ran from
July 24 to August 12, during which the NAE Twin Otter flew 16 project flights.
Data from these flights have been processed by NAE and digitally archived at
the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center.
The purpose of this report is to supplement the archive data by
documenting the important details of the Twin Otter operations in FIFE-89, as
was done in Reference 1 for the 1987 FIFE operations. This will include
specific information on the instrumentation, software, recorded parameters, flight
operations, analysis procedures and the format for the data archive. A descrip-
tion of each flight will be given which will include instrument status, meteoro-
logical conditions, tephigrams and flight track plots. Th/s report presents relatively
more data than the 1987 report. For example, a table is included which presents
run average data, including fluxes, for all 285 data runs flown by the Twin Otter
in FIFE-89.
2.0 CANADIAN PROGRAM
Reference 1 summarizes the history of the development of the NAE
Twin Otter as a platform for gaseous flux measurement, and the steps leading
up to participation in FIFE in 1987. The following organizations and scientists
were directly involved in the Canadian Twin Otter operations in FIFE-89.
- NRC/NAE Flight Research Laboratory (J. I. MacPherson).
- signed memorandum of Agreement with NASA and led
Canadian team in participation in FIFE
- own and operate Twin Otter aircraft
- on-board scientist, technician and flight crew; data analysis
3- Agriculture Canada, Land Resource Research Centre (R. Desjardins).
- provide C02/H20 analyzer; collaboration in analysis
- McGill University, MacDonald College Dept. of Renewable Resources
(P. Schuepp).
- on-board scientist; collaboration in analysis
In addition, the Atmospheric Environment Service (B. Goodison)
provided the PRT-5 sensor for measuring ground surface temperature beneath
the aircraft. The Canada Centre for Remote Sensing (J. Cihlar) will participate
in some of the data analysis, in particular relating measured fluxes to satellite
remote sensing data.
Funding for the direct operating costs of the Twin Otter aircraft and the
associated travel costs of the support staff was provided by NASA.
3.0 INSTRUMENTAq'ION
Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the Twin Otter showing the
mounting locations of the instruments flown in FIFE-89. Table 1 lists the
sensors, type of output signal, and the label of the associated variables in the
aircraft software.
An exhaustive description of the Twin Otter instrumentation will not be
given here; this is available in References 13 to 15. Rather, the sections below
will focus on changes and improvements to the instrumentation from the
configuration used in the 1987 FIFE experiment, which was described in detail
in Reference 1.
3.1 Air Motion
The Twin Otter is instrumented to measure the three orthogonal
components of atmospheric motion over a frequency range of 0 to 5 Hz. The
true air motion is derived in aircraft axes from the vector difference between the
air velocity relative to the aircraft and the aircraft 'inertial' velocity relative to
the ground (strictly speaking, the rotating earth is not an inertial frame of
reference, but for ease of expression the term 'inertial' in this report will mean
'relative to the earth').
Air motion relative to the aircraft is measured by a nose-mounted gust
boom incorporating a Rosemount 858 5-hole probe (Fig. 1). This device and the
associated pressure transducers measure static pressure (altitude), dynamic
pressure (airspeed) and the angles of attack and sideslip. A second altitude/air-
speed system employs a separate set of pressure transducers connected to the
4fuselage-mountedpitot andstatic ports usedfor the flight instruments. The only
change made to this system since 1987 was the application of slightly improved
position error corrections, as detailed in Reference 15. These corrections are
required for all aircraft to account for systematic pressure disturbances caused
by the presence of the aircraft.
A major change has been made in the measurement of the inertial
velocity of the aircraft. For the 1987 FIFE, this was measured using a
complementary filtering technique, with the high-frequency contribution from
integrated accelerometer and rate gyro signals, and the low-frequency
contribution from a 3-axis Doppler radar. In 1989, an alternative inertial
velocity was recorded from a Litton LTN-90/100 Inertial Reference System
(IRS). Although this device was installed and evaluated in 1987, and discussed
in Section 3.2 of Reference 1, it was not used in the 1987 FIFE data analysis.
For the FIFE-89 data reported here, the IRS provided the inertial velocity for
all the project flights, with the exception of the first.
Although the Litton IRS is now considered the.primary instrument on
the aircraft for the measurement of the inertial velocity, it was decided, for
FIFE-89 at least, to retain the earlier complementary-filtered routine in the
airborne software to serve as a back-up in case of IRS failure. Therefore, on
the NAE Twin Otter, the on-board LSI-11/73 microprocessor currently computes
three sets of winds, differing primarily in the means used to determine the
inertial velocity. They are the following:
1) NAE/DOP winds: This uses a complementary filtering routine where
the low frequency contribution to the inertial velocity is from a 3-axis
Decca Doppler radar, and the high frequency components are from an
NAE-assembled package of accelerometers and rate gyros. Winds are
first computed in aircraft body-fixed axes, then resolved into earth axes
(i.e., the locally level geographic frame of reference aligned with true
north and east) using the signals from the aircraft attitude gyro and C-
12 compass.
2) Litton winds: The true airspeed (TAS) vector is resolved into earth-
f'Lxed axes using the attitude angles and heading from the LTN-90 IRS.
The 3-axis inertial velocities from the IRS are then subtracted from the
TAS components to derive the 3-axis winds. This is the method used
on most atmospheric research aircraft. It is subject to approximately
1 ms 1 errors in the horizontal components due to IRS drift caused by
the Schuler oscillation phenomenon (Reference 16).
3) Lit/DOP winds: This is similar to (1) above, except that the
accelerometer, rate gyro, attitude and heading measurements all come
from the LTN-90 IRS rather than the NAE package.
5Further details on these wind compufation methods are given in
References 15 and 17. In summary, the method used for all but the first flight
in FIFE-89 is that labelled above as Litton winds. For the first flight, the
NAE/DOP winds were used, due to an IRS alignment error (thus effectively
demonstrating the value of the back-up system).
3.2 Position
As in-1987, the Twin Otter carried an ARNAV Model R-40-AVA-100
Loran-C navigation system, which was used for flying specific tracks and for
recording aircraft position. There were two sources of error in the position
recorded from the Loran-C: (1) an offset in which the recorded position was
about 0.5 nautical miles northeast of the actual position, and (2) a lag in which
the recorded position trailed the actual position by about 0.27 nautical miles.
These are discussed more fully in Section 3.3 of Reference 1.
In FIFE-89, aircraft position data were also available from the LTN-90
Inertial Reference System. This system is subject to the Schuler oscillation in
which the indicated position can drift in error up to approximately one nautical
mile per hour. For operations in a small area such as the FIFE site, this is a
relatively large error. Consequently, the archive data and the flight track plots
shown in Figure 8 are based on Loran-C position data, as in 1987.
3.3 Carbon Dioxide and Water Vapour
The fast-response concentration measurements required for the C02 and
H20 flux calculations were made by the ESRI infrared gas analyzer developed
by the Agriculture Canada. The test section of the analyzer was mounted within
a large duct that captured flow above the aircraft, entered the cabin through the
roof, and passed through the rear of the cabin to exit through the floor (Figure
2). The system had a flow rate of approximately 300 litres/sec. The duct was
also instrumented for the measurement of the airspeed, temperature and density
of the sampled air, in order to calculate the C02 and H20 mixing ratios. The
ESRI analyzer had an effective frequency response of 15 Hz. Its operation in
the 1987 FIFE project was discussed at length in Reference 1. Prior to FIFE-
89, minor software and hardware changes were made to the analyzer to
eliminate occasional dropouts in its digital output. Improvements were also
made to the mounting structure of the analyzer test section, and the electronics
were housed in a new rack (Figure 2).
Data from the ESRI analyzer are suitable for use with the vertical gust
velocity and the eddy correlation technique to derive fluxes. However, it is not
well suited to the measurement of absolute concentrations of C02 and water
vapour, for its sensitivity can change a few percent during flight because of dirt
accumulating on its mirrors. For this reason, a second, slower-response analyzer
was installed in the Twin Otter for FIFE-89. This was a LI-COR LI-6251 C02
analyzer, which was mounted in the new rear rack (Figure 2), with its sample air
drawn from the duct via a a/s-inch plastic tube.
The LI-COR analyzer was also subject to sensitivity changes due
primarily to pressure variations associated with altitude changes. Therefore, a
system was designed and built to provide a self-calibration feature to be
operated prior to most data runs. This was initiated by a button on the cockpit
console, which activated a Campbell Scientific 21-X Data Logger that controlled
a system of relays. These relays directed the flow of two reference gases to the
LI-COR analyzer, first nitrogen (zero C02) for a timed period (usually about 10
seconds), followed by a second sample containing a ground-calibrated reference
concentration of C02. A flag bit was also recorded on the NAE event marker
which was used to identify this calibration sequence during data playback. Using
the recorded LI-COR signals and the known reference gas concentrations, a
subroutine in the playback program could then calculate a corrected sensitivity
factor for the LI-COR data for the subsequent run.
During HFE-89, this self-calibration sequence was initiated just prior
to the start of most data runs, after the aircraft had been levelled at the correct
altitude for the run. In the majority of cases, the system worked well, giving
fairly.consistent sensitivity changes, which were usually only about 1 to 3 percent.
However, on a significant number of runs, the recorded signals associated with
the calibration gases did not stabilize at the expected reference levels, so the
sensitivity factors were considerably in error for these runs. It could not be
determined what caused this, although pressure effects, back-flow and faulty
relays were considered. Because the self-calibration technique did not reach
the level of reliability desired, it was decided to not apply the sensitivity
correction factors to the LI-COR data in the ground analysis of the FIFE-89
data. Further investigation of this self-calibration system will be undertaken
when the aircraft is next configured for flux measurement.
3.4 Temperature and Dew Point
In the 1987 FIFE project, total temperature was measured by a
Rosemount fast-response 102DJ1CG heated probe mounted on the port side of
the aircraft nose (T'I'F, Table 1). In subsequent data analyses, it appeared that
the aircraft-measured sensible heat fluxes were lower than expected, when
compared with surface measurements. This was also the case for the other two
flux measuring aircraft in the 1987 project. Aircraft to aircraft intercomparisons
showed very good agreement (Section 8.3, Reference 1), indicating that the
problem may be common to all aircraft, possibly as a result of flow distortion
around the nose.
To investigate this possibility, a second identical temperature probe
(TTNB) was mounted on the noseboom fairing, which was closer to the 858-
probe location where the gust velocity was measured. For all FIFE-89 data
runs, the sensible heat flux was computed using potential temperatures derived
from both probes. Comparison of the results indicates that heat fluxes from the
new probe were usually 5-10 percent lower than those from the fuselage-
mounted probe. Mounting location does appear to make a difference in the
fluxes, although not in the direction anticipated. Further investigation is
required. The analyzed data archived for FIFE-89 use the sensible heat fluxes
from the fuselage probe, as was done in 1987.
Dew point temperature was measured using an E, G and G Model 137
Cambridge dew point sensor mounted on the starboard side of the Twin Otter
nose. As an experiment, it was decided to compute a second H20 flux using dew
point data for comparison with the flux measured by the ESRI fast-response gas
analyzer. The equations used are detailed in Reference 15. Although the dew
point analyzer has a time constant in excess of a second, for most FIFE-89 runs
the computed flux was surprisingly close to that from the fast-response analyzer,
i.e., usually within 10 percent. These results are only achieved, however, when
the gust velocity is lagged by an appropriate number of data sampling time
intervals (i.e., 20 which corresponds to 1.25 seconds), as explained in Section
4.2.2 below.
3.5 Radiometers
The same four radiation-measuring sensors used in 1987 (Section 3.7,
Reference 1) were mounted on the Twin Otter for FIFE-89. There were no
significant changes to either the downward Eppley-2 pyranometer, which
measured reflected radiation, or the Skye Industries Vegetation Greenness
Indicator.
The incident radiation was again measured with a Kipp and Zonen CM-
11 pyranometer with a 305-2800 nm spectral range. The signal conditioning
card for its input to the data recording system was not calibrated until July 29,
1989, that is, after Flight 03. As a result, the recorded signal was in error by
about 5 percent for Flights 01-03. The playback software was modified to apply
a correction for these flights, so that the analyzed data in the archive and listed
below are not subject to the signal conditioning error.
For FIFE-89, a more accurate calibration of the PRT-5 infrared surface
temperature radiometer was performed. A black metal cone was fabricated
which was immersed in a well-mixed water bath and mounted under the PRT-
5 sensor for calibration. This calibration was not done until after Flight 03,
however, so software corrections were applied in the analysis program for Flights
01-03.
3.6 Event Marker
A multi-level event marker was recorded with a 16-bit word, which also
incorporated the positions of eight function switches on the cockpit console.
These were used to set flags in the airborne and playback software. Table 2
summarizes the event marker configuration for FIFE-89. There were only two
changes from that used in 1987. Bit-5 (function switch #5) indicated which of
the two temperature measurements (Section 3.4) was used in the true airspeed
calculation. Bit-11 was the flag indicating that the LI-COR C02 analyzer was in
its self-calibration cycle.
3.7 Microprocessor and Displays
The Twin Otter carries two microprocessors, an LSI-11/73 performing
real-time computations of the wind, approximate fluxes, etc., and a DEC Falcon
which manages the recording of the sensor outputs and the computed para-
meters. The two are connected by a Communication Interface Board (CIB).
Full in-flight interaction with the main processor is provided by a console-
mounted keyboard in the cockpit, with programs loaded from a dual floppy disk
unit. Alpha-numeric data are presented on 12x40-character plasma display units
in the cockpit and rear cabin. The LSI-11/73 replaces a slower LSI-11/23 which
was used in 1987, thereby allowing the computation of the three separate winds
(Section 3.1) and more accurate, real-time estimates of the fluxes (Section 4.1).
3.8 Data Recording System
The Twin Otter data acquisition system utilizes a CDC streamer tape
drive, which has a capacity of 70 Mbytes on a 15x10 cm compact cartridge. The
recording format is under computer control and is therefore very flexible. For
FIFE-89, 64 parameters were written in 16-bit binary words at a rate of 16
samples per second. Data were written in 4096-word records, each representing
4 seconds of data. A header block at the start of each file provided flight
information, a parameter identification list and scale factors with which to
convert the recorded bit levels to engineering units.
All parameters which originate as analog signals (see Table 1) undergo
anti-alias low-pass filtering on initial signal conditioning. Second order
Butterworth filters are used with a breakpoint set to 5 Hz. At a true airspeed
of 60 ms 1, the minimum resolvable wavelength of the Twin Otter measurements
is therefore about 12 m.
Table 3 presents the recorder buffer used in FIFE-89, which is
considerably different from that used in 1987. It includes the parameter name
used in the software, its position in the recorder buffer, its units and a brief
description. Conversion of the recorded decimal bits to engineering units is
accomplished by dividing by the indicated scale factor. The scale factor is
essentially the inverse of the recording resolution.
94.0 SOYTWARE
4.1 Airborne
Several changes were made to the airborne software since 1987 to take
advantage of the faster LSI-11/73 microprocessor. The first of these was the
calculation of the three sets of wind measurements (Section 3.1) along with
second-order corrections to velocity measurements to better account for the
physical separation of the sensors on the aircraft. The equations used in the
airborne software in FIFE-89 are detailed in Reference 15.
The second major change was the use of floating point arithmetic in the
airborne calculation of flux estimates, rather than the previously used single
precision integer arithmetic. This has greatly improved the accuracy and
resolution of the real-time flux estimates presented on the plasma display units
at the end of each flux-measuring run. Other refinements used in the ground
playback program have also been incorporated in the airborne program. These
include high-pass filtering of the signals contributing to the fluxes, and
accounting for lags due to the physical separation of the C02/H20 analyzer from
the gust boom.
Figure 3 shows a comparison of the heat and C02 fluxes displayed in
flight on the plasma units versus those subsequently computed on ground
playback. Each symbol represents one 15-km run over the FIFE site, and all
runs in Flights 04 to 06 are shown. The agreement is very good. Having these
real-time estimates of fluxes during flight was of considerable assistance to the
on-board scientists directing the flights. There is some scatter in Figure 3
because the real-time program still did not include all of the corrections used
in the playback software. For example, the real-time C02 flux calculation does
not include corrections for pressure broadening, nor does it use C02 converted
to mixing ratio prior to flux calculation. Instead, the raw C02 concentration is
used and the flux is corrected at the end of the run using the expressions
developed by Webb et al in Reference 18. The differences in these methods are
discussed further in Reference 15 and in Section 4.2.1 of Reference 1.
During FIFE-89, several versions of the airborne program were run.
Table 4 lists the module used for each flight, along with the time period for
which data were recorded. There were no significant differences among these
modules that affected the recorded data. The diffei'ences had more to do with
special tests to monitor the program in order to find the reason for occasional
program halts due to a stack overflow. Also, because of a hardware failure on
the event marker board, an alternate card (GNS) had to be used, which
necessitated a change in the device address after July 28.
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4.2 Playback
Post-flight analysis of the Twin Otter data is performed on a field data
playback system comprised of a MicroVAX II processor and associated printer,
plotter and tape drives. The principal analysis program, now called ARCFIFE-
89, has grown considerably since 1987. It provides a greater number and variety
of outputs, in order to more efficiently transfer data to other collaborating
scientists. Output files stored on the MicroVAX disk can be transferred via
Kermit software to PC-compatible floppy disks. The outputs available include:
- lineprinter listings of 1-second averages of key parameters, plus run-
averages, standard deviations and computed fluxes.
- one-second averages of key parameters to floppy disk.
- photo summary file, with time, position, altitude and heading.
- averages over selected intervals of key parameters and the products
of data contributing to the fluxes, eg., vertical gust times C02 fluctua-
tions.
- summary file of run averages, unfiltered RMS values and fluxes.
- summary file of run averages, filtered RMS values and fluxes.
- filtered run averages for advection studies.
- linear trends of key parameters used in advection studies.
- archive data in the format specified for the FIFE Information System
(_S).
Several plotting routines used in the Twin Otter data playback are now
grouped as options under a main driver called POKPLOTS. The plotting
modules listed below accomplish the following tasks directly from the streamer
tape:
- TRKDRW - Flight track plots from either Loran-C or IRS data.
- TEFDRW - Skew-T versus Log P plots and a wind hodograph for
atmospheric profiling (soundings). Added in 1989 was
a vector presentation of the winds.
- ANADRW - Analog plots of selected parameters.
- DPOSDT - Plots of differences in latitude and longitude between the
Loran-C and IRS position measurements to document
IRS Schuler drift. It also includes the difference in
ground speeds measured by the IRS and Doppler radar.
Of major interest in flux measurement is a knowledge of the wave-
lengths of atmospheric motion contributing to the gas or energy transport. A
program called COSPEC has been written to compute and plot the cospectra for
the sensible and latent heat, momentum and C02 flux contributions versus
wavenumber k (inverse wavelength). This program reads data directly from the
streamer tape, producing one set of plots for each flux run, as designated by the
event marker. The cospectral data are simultaneously written to a storage file.
Another program called COMBINE can be used to retrieve selected cospectra
11
files to compute and plot average cospectra for a set of runs (eg., Fig. 13).
These are useful, for example, for comparing the cospectra of all runs at one
height with all those at a second height, in order to examine the change with
height in the size of the eddies responsible for the flux transport.
4.2.1. Flux Calculations
The fluxes of sensible and latent heat, momentum and C02 reported
below and archived in the FIS have been computed by essentially the same
equations as used in 1987. These were discussed in Section 4.2.1 of Reference
1, but are much more fully described in Reference 15 and will not be reproduc-
ed here. It must be emphasized that the method used to compute the C02 and
water vapour flux (in both 1987 and 1989) was to convert the gas concentrations
to mixing ratios (per kilogram of do' air) prior to their use in the eddy
correlation equations.
The only difference in the flux calculations for FIFE-89 from the 1987
work is that the vertical gust velocity used is that derived from the Litton winds
(WEP in Table 3) as opposed to that computed from the NAE/DOP winds
(WGEI). The RMS values of WEP are generally a few percent higher than
those of WGEI, suggesting that the use of WEP may produce slightly higher
fluxes. This has important ramifications if 1987 and 1989 flux data are to be
compared. This subject will be discussed below in Section 7.3 on data analysis
and results.
4.2.2. Longitudinal Displacement of Sensors
On the Twin Otter, there is a physical displacement between the
primary sensor for the vertical gust velocity at the tip of the noseboom, and the
other sensors providing data for the flux calculations. In using the eddy
correlation technique to compute fluxes, the data must be adjusted for the
transport time for a parcel of air to pass from the noseboom to the other
sensors. This adjustment is particularly important for runs at low altitude, where
the spacing of the sensors can be a greater fraction of the typical turbulent eddy
size.
The Rosemount temperature probe (TSF) and dew point sensor are on
the sides of the fuselage nose about 4 m aft of the noseboom tip. The C02/H20
analyzer is mounted in a duct through the rear of the cabin. The distance from
the tip of the noseboom to the duct inlet is 9.9 m, and the analyzer is centred
another 2.4 m from the duct inlet. Using the measured true airspeed of the
aircraft, and the flow velocity in the duct, the theoretical time lags between the
sensors can be easily calculated, as was done in Reference 1.
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By means of an optional input in the playback software, the vertical
gust velocity can be lagged a selectable number of sampling time periods prior
to being multiplied by fluctuations in temperature, C02 and H20 signals to derive
the fluxes. To verify the predicted time lags, data from low-altitude runs can be
analyzed with a range of lags. The resulting computed correlation coefficients
are then plotted versus lag, with the maximum of the curve defining the
appropriate lag for use in the subsequent data analyses. Another benefit of this
technique is that the lag derived is a combination of delays resulting from both
the physical separation of the sensors and the differences in the response times
of sensors.
Figure 4 shows the plots of the correlation coefficients between the
vertical gust velocity (WEP) and five'other sensors. The temperature probe has
a frequency response equal to that of the gust measurement, so its best lag of
one time slice (1/16 sec) is due entirely to the physical displacement between
the sensors. The same is true for the C02 and H20 signals from the ESRI gas
analyzer, but in this case the best lag to use is 5 time slices. For the dew point
signal used in the calculation of an alternative water vapour flux, the peak
correlation is given for a lag of 20 time slices (1.25 sec). The slow response of
this sensor is responsible for the majority of the required lag. This is also the
case for the LI-COR C02 analyzer, where a lag of 25 data points is required
when used in the calculation of an alternative a_proximate C02 flux. These lags
apply for flight at a true airspeed of 55-60 ms, which is representative of the
majority of the FIFE flux runs.
4.2.3 Corrections to Upward Radiometer
Software has been developed to continuously correct the upward
radiometer reading for its mounting alignment and for variations in the pitch
and roll attitude of the aircraft throughout each flight. The equations used are
described in Reference 1. The procedure utilizes the following recorded data:
GMT, pitch and roll attitude, heading, latitude and longitude. The only terminal
input required is the sun declination angle from Table 169 of Reference 19.
4.2.4 High-pass Filtering
The analysis program, ARCFIFE89, computes the fluxes twice, using
first unfiltered and then high-pass filtered data. The high-pass filtering is a
convenient method to remove trends in the data at wavelengths longer than can
be adequately sampled in the project runs. It is also used to permit comparison
of data collected on runs of different lengths.
A third-order filter was used during the playback and archiving of the
FIFE-89 data. The filter breakpoint was set to 0.012 Hz, which corresponds to
a wavelength of approximately 5 km at the 60 ms 1 typical true airspeed of the
Twin Otter.
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5.0 EXPERIMENTAL SITE AND FLIGHT PATrERNS
The Konza Prairie southeast of Manhattan, Kansas was again the focus
of FIFE-89. The prairie itself, roughly 6 km on a side constituted the northwest
portion of the 15x15 km study area. The Konza portion of the FIFE study area
is a controlled experiment site 3487 hectares in area, consisting primarily of
native tallgrass prairie vegetation, and is a long term ecological research site
supported by the U.S. National Science Foundation. Controlled treatments on
the Konza consist of grazed and ungrazed, burned and unburned areas in
various annual rotations. The non-Konza part of the FIFE site is privately held
and consists mainly of grazed and burned land. In FIFE-89, flight crews
observed that the southeast quadrant appeared to be greener than the others,
and also looked as if it had been seeded.
More complete descriptions of the FIFE site are available in References
1 and 20. The principal difference in the 1989 surface measurements was the
concentration of most of the instrumentation in three 'supersites' known at Sites
906, 916 and 926 (Fig. 5). The University of Wisconsin LIDAR was again
scanning the southwest quadrant from a location near the intersections of
Highways 1-70 and K-177.
Figures 5 to 7 show the tracks and navigational waypoints used in FIFE-
89. In the flight and data summaries given below, the track flown on each run
is identified using the waypoint labels shown in these figures. Figure 5 focuses
on the tracks used on L- and T-shaped flight patterns, usually flown at several
altitudes up to the top of the mixed layer in order to determine a flux profile.
These were often done in coordination with the NCAR King Air. Figure 6
shows the tracks used on the grid flights, which were flown only by the Twin
Otter, and at a single height of 1600 ft above sea level (approximately 100 m
above ground). During some of the grid flights flown by the Twin Otter, the
NCAR King Air made simultaneous profile measurements or flew the double-
stack pattern (Ref. 11) for estimating advective contributions to the flux
estimates.
As in 1987, the flux aircraft flew a so-called 'regional run' during transit
to and from the base at Salina. These runs of about 75 kin in length were
always flown at 500 ft (150 m) above ground. The data from these runs are
used to examine long wavelength contributions to the fluxes, to investigate the
possibility of scaling-up flux estimates made on the shorter runs over the FIFE
site to account for potential unmeasured longwave eddies. The regional run is
flown over a greater variety of vegetation, from the Konza Prairie at the eastern
end to mixed farmland and bare, ploughed fields at the west end. This variety
makes the data useful for comparison with remote sensing images from satellite
and the NASA C-130. The regional run for 1989 was changed from that flown
in 1987, in order to have a better balance between Konza-type prairie grasses
and the mixed farmland. The eastern end of the run was moved to the east
edge of the FIFE site (Fig. 7), so about a fifth of the run was over the FIFE site
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itself, and about half the run was over similar vegetation. This improves the
chances of using data from the regional run to correct FIFE-site flux estimates
for long wavelength contributions. The track labelled 'B' in Figure 7 was flown
only on Flight 01. All of the other regional runs were flown on track-C, which
was displaced further south to avoid traffic conflicts at Fort Riley.
Other types of flight patterns were similar to those flown in 1987 and
discussed in Reference 1. They included: (1) soundings over or near the FIFE
site to document the thermal and dynamic structure of the atmosphere during
each flight; (2) over-flight intercomparisons with the LIDAR; (3) wing-to-wing
intercomparisons with the NCAR King Air, including 75 km of formation flight
on the regional run; and (4) low-altitude runs over the Tuttle Creek Reservoir
for verification of surface temperature measurements.
6.0 SUMMARY OF FLIGHT OPERATIONS
The Twin Otter arrived in Salina on July 21, 1989, and flight operations
for FIFE-89 began on July 24. Sixteen project flights and several test flights
were flown during the following three-week Intensive Field Campaign (IFC).
The aircraft returned to its home base in Ottawa on August 14. Including
transit and test flights, the Twin Otter was flown a total of 69.2 flying hours in
FIFE-89.
Details of the Twin Otter flight operations and instrumentation status
during FIFE-89 are presented in three tables, which should be key references for
scientists working with Twin Otter data:
Table 5:FIFE-89 Flight Summary: This table lists a//FIFE-related
Twin Otter flights, including transit and test flights. It gives flight times
(GMT), project flight number, and a brief description of the weather.
It summarizes all of the measurement runs and the pressure altitudes
flown (average terrain elevation of the FIFE site is about 1380 ft msl).
Under "location _, the waypoints given are those shown in Figures 5 to
7.
Table 6: Types and Numbers of Runs: This table lists the flights by
type (project, transit and test) and gives the number of runs flown in the
categories described in Section 5. These are grid lines, L- and T-shaped
profiling runs, other linear runs, regional runs, aircraft-to-aircraft and
aircraft-to-LIDAR intercomparisons, and soundings.
Table 7: Instrumentation Problems: This presents the instrumentation
status for each of the 16 FIFE-89 project flights. In listing individual
problems, parameter names correspond to those appearing in Tables
1 and 3.
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Flight tracks for the 16 project flights are presented in Figures 8(a) to
8(d). Figures 9(a) to 9(c) show profiles of the measured wind, temperature and
dew point for the soundings flown over or near the FIFE site. Winds are shown
in both a hodograph and vector presentation. No soundings were flown on
Flights 02, 05, 07 and 09.
7.0 DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Twin Otter data were analyzed using the procedures described above
in Section 4.2 and the equations given in Reference 15. Copies of some of the
v.arious output files have been transferred to collaborating scientists at
Agriculture Canada, the University of Wyoming and McGill University for
further, specific analyses. Archive data has been sent via floppy disk to the
FIFE Information System at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. The files
consist of run-average meteorological and flux data, along with other paramet-
ers giving aircraft position and altitude and radiation measurements.
Table 8 lists the parameters archived for the flux aircraft, along with the
units used and the digital formats. For each flight there is one data file named
by the following convention: a two letter code for the aircraft (where the Twin
Otter is NA), a 6-number date and a single letter extension indicating mission
number of the day. An example for the Twin Otter for the second flight on
August 4 is _NA890804.B'.
Within each file there are eight lines of data for each flux run. The first
line provides flight and run identification. Table 8 lists the data written in the
other seven lines. It should be noted that for the FIS archive of the aircraft
data, it was decided to use fluxes derived from high-pass filtered data. The
wavelength for the filter was agreed to be 5 km, as previously described. Also,
the sign convention adopted for the wind components was different from that
usually used in the Twin Otter analysis routine. The north/south component
(V) is considered positive from the south (-UGE), and the east/west component
(U) is positive from the west (-VGE). This convention applies to the momen-
tum fluxes as well. The more conventional momentum flux in wind axes is also
archived. Because of this difference in the sign convention for the winds, care
must be taken if the data from Table 9 of this report are compared with the
archive data in the FIS.
7.1 Summary of Results
Table 9 presents run-average data from all o/the runs flown by the Twin
Otter in FIFE 1989. This is an important addition to this report that was not
included in the parallel report (Ref. 1) for the 1987 FIFE project.
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The RMS and flux data in Table 9 were computed from data that were
high-pass filtered with a breakpoint set to 0.012 Hz, which corresponds to a
wavelength of about 5 km at the speed of the Twin Otter. These data
correspond to those archived in the FIFE Information System. The starting time
of each run is shown as GMT (Central Daylight Time plus 5 hours). An
explanation of the data appearing in each column is given at the start of the
table.
Data i'rom this table were extracted and plotted to try to determine any
major trends in the fluxes and evidence of 'dry-down'. Only the runs flown at
1600 ft above sea level (about 100 m above ground) were used for this study.
This includes a//runs flown on the grid pattern, plus the lowest levels flown on
the L- and T-shaped flight patterns. The results are plotted in Figure 10 versus
the day of the year (Day 208 is July 27). Each symbol represents the average
of 4 to 10 runs; the average from each 8-line grid is shown by the asterisk
symbol. Although the data shown are for mostly sunny conditions, no attempt
was made to distinguish between different wind conditions or atmospheric
stabilities.
The ratio of sensible heat to latent heat flux (Bowen Ratio) depicted in
the upper figure shows a decline until Day 216 (August 4), then an increase to
near the end of the experimental period. This suggests a drying out of the
Konza Prairie over the last half of the Intensive Field Campaign (IFC). These
data will have to be compared with surface and satellite observations to confirm
this. The mean C02 flux measured by the Twin Otter was relatively constant
over the experimental period, averaging about 0.5 mg/m 2 per second (18
kg/hectare per hour). This falls about mid-way between the July 11 and August
15 data from the 1987 FIFE flights (Fig. 65, Ref. 1). The solid curve shown in
Figure 10, representing a smooth fit through all the data points, shows a peak
on day 219 (August 7). On this day, a T-shaped pattern was flown (Fig. 8(c))
in conditions of northeast winds. C02 fluxes were higher than average because
the aircraft spent a greater proportion of its time downwind of the greener
vegetation in the southeast quadrant of the FIFE area. The dotted line in
Figure 10 shows trend data from only the grid runs, confirming a fairly constant
C02 flux over the IFC.
7.2 Night Flight
On of the unique features of the Twin Otter operations in FIFE-89 was
the measurement of fluxes after dark on August 10 (Flight 14). The flight
commenced near sundown in order to establish a safe flight pattern and altitude
prior to the onset of darkness. Starting at 20:18 local time, a racetrack pattern
was established with east/west runs over Site 916 and just south of Site 906 (Fig.
8(d)). The first pair of runs was flown at 1800 ft msl, and all subsequent runs
were flown at the 1600 ft altitude (100 m above ground) common to the grid
flights. Throughout the flight, the height of the mixed layer was monitored by
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an acoustic sounder at Site 906 and radioed to the flight crew.
Although the winds were perfect for the flight (south at 8 msl), the sky
cleared at sunset, causing the top of the mixed layer to fall more rapidly than
desired. The sounder measured the height of the mixed layer at 150 m during
the first run, falling to 90 m by the time of Run 10 and then rising to
120 m by the time of the last run at 02:37 GMT (21:37 local time). Therefore,
the aircraft was near the top of the boundary layer for nearly all of the runs.
Consequently, it was extremely smooth and measured fluxes were very low
(Table 9(n)). Nevertheless, positive, or upward, C02 fluxes were measured, but
the mean values were small (approximately 0.2 kg/hectare per hour).
Unfortunately, there wasn't an opportunity to repeat this flight in the cloudy,
windy conditions more suitable for estimating the respiration component of the
C02 flux. However, the operational techniques developed for this flight proved
that low-altitude flux measurements could be accomplished safely at night at
flight altitudes with terrain clearance down to about 50 m.
7.3 The Effects of the Use of the Litton Winds in Fluxes
As discussed in Section 4.2.1 above, the only significant difference in the
flux calculations for FIFE-89 was the use of the vertical gust velocity WEP from
the Litton winds, rather than WGEI from the NAE/DOP winds as in 1987.
To investigate the effects of this change, about 60 runs from flights on August
4 and August 10 were analyzed using both methods. Forty-five of these runs
were flown on the grid pattern at an altitude of about 100 m agl. The
remainder were flown at higher altitudes, usually near the top of the mixed
layer, which broadens the range of flux values in this study. The results from a
comparison of these data will be presented in this section.
Figure 11 shows plots of the run-mean fluxes using WEP versus those
computed using WGEI. The dashed line represents the 1:1 correlation. The
sensible heat, latent heat and C02 fluxes show a fairly consistent increase when
WEP from the Litton winds is used as the vertical gust velocity. The increases
are of the order of 10 to 20 percent. The momentum flux is an exception,
primarily because different horizontal wind components are used in each case,
that is, the Litton U-component is used with WEP and the NAE/DOP U-
component is used with WGEI. Momentum flux is also a more difficult and
variable flux to measure by aircraft. Although there is more scatter, it would
appear that there is no consistent bias in the momentum flux that can be
attributed to use of the Litton or NAE/DOP winds.
A closer look at the flux calculations has revealed that the larger fluxes
are not just a result of the increased RMS vertical gust velocity when using
WEP; there is also an improved correlation between the vertical gust and the
concentration measurements, particularly for the water vapour. Figure 12 shows
that the RMS WEP is consistently larger than that of WGEI, by an average of
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about 7 or 8 percent. The correlation coefficients from the C0 2 flux calculation
show an average 3 or 4 percent improvement when WEP is used. This
improved correlation is evidence that the vertical component WEP from the
Litton winds is likely more accurate than the WGEI from the Doppler winds.
There is further evidence for this conclusion. In 1987, the Twin Otter
flew wing-to-wing intercomparisons with both the NCAR and University of
Wyoming King Air aircraft. The data showed excellent agreement in the RMS
values of the horizontal components of the computed winds (% and o v in Fig.
59 and Section 8.3, Reference 1). However, there was a discrepancy in the
vertical component, %, where the Twin Otter values were 10-15 percent less
than those of the other aircraft. In 1987, the Twin Otter % was computed from
the WGEI of the NAE/DOP winds. Inertial navigation systems were used in
the calculations of the King Air winds, a method which is comparable to the
1989 WEP calculations for the Twin Otter. Twin Otter heat fluxes were also a
few percent lower than those from the King Air aircraft (Fig. 61, Reference 1).
In fact, the differences are very similar to those exhibited in Figure 11 of this
report.
Since there are small but significant disparities in the computed fluxes
associated with the use of either WEP or WGEI, the question arises as to the
nature of these differences on the frequency plane. Do they occur at a
preferred wavelength, or are the differences prevalent at the long or the short
wavelengths? To investigate this, cospectra have been calculated for all sixteen
runs flown in the grid pattern on Flight 06 on August 4, 1990, first using WEP
and then using WGEI as the vertical gust velocity. The COMBINE routine was
used to average and plot the mean cospectra from the WEP (solid line) and
WGEI data (dashed line) in Figure 13. In order to observe possible differences
over the largest possible wavelength range (i.e., up to the run length of 15 km),
the data contributing to the fluxes had linear trends removed, but were not high-
pass filtered.
Several observations can be made from these plots. First, the
differences occur at the mid and low frequency end of the plot, that is, there is
little difference in the cospectra at k > 4 x 10 .3 m 1 (wavelengths shorter than
250 m). This is not surprising, since the main difference in the methods is the
use of the Doppler radar to provide the low frequency component of the inertial
velocity used in the WGEI calculation. Also, at the higher frequencies, the
response of the aircraft is damped by its own inertia, so the majority of the
fluctuations in the gust measurement are from the noseboom airspeed and flow
angle data, which are essentially the same in the calculation of both WEP and
WGEI.
The differences shown in the integrated cospectra, i.e., the average
fluxes shown in the legend above each plot, are consistent with the observations
from Figure 11. The ratios of WEP/WGEI-derived fluxes is 1.23 for the
sensible heat flux, 1.16 for latent heat flux and 1.09 for the C02 flux. The mean
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momentum flux is the same for both the NAE/DOP and Litton winds. Since
the momentum flux involves only wind measurements, the agreement between
the NAE/DOP and Litton estimates demonstrates an internal" consistency and
suggests that there are no problems due to axis misalignment or in the axis
transformation software.
It can be concluded from this study that, if there are differences in
fluxes comput.ed from WGEI and WEP, the latter are probably the more
accurate and will certainly be the more comparable with the other aircraft. It
also suggests that some caution will have to be exercised when comparing Twin
Otter fluxes from 1987 with those of FIFE-89. It ispossible that the 1987sensible
heat, latent heat and CO 2 fluxes are under-estimated by 10 to 20 percent. This may
also explain part of the under-estimation of the 1987 aircraft-measured sensible
heat fluxes when extrapolated to the surface for comparison with data from
ground-based systems (Reference 11).
7.4 Effects of Filtering and Run Length
For the Twin Otter data archived in the Fife Information System, the
fluxes were computed using data that were high-pass filtered at 0.012 Hz, which
corresponds to a wavelength of about 5 km at the typical flight speed. This
wavelength represents about 1/3 of the run length over the FIFE site. The
question arises as to how much the fluxes are under-estimated due to: (1) use
of the high-pass filter, and (2) the inability to capture the long wavelength eddies
due to the limited length of the runs themselves.
The first of these questions is the easier to answer. Figure 14 shows
average cospectra for the 16 runs on the grid pattern during Flight 06. The
fluxes were calculated using the vertical gust velocity WEP from the Litton
winds, and linear trends were removed from the data prior to application of the
eddy correlation technique to derive the fluxes. Cospectra usingunfiltered data
are represented by the solid line, while the dotted line shows those from the
same runs using high-pass filtered data. The differences are small, with the
unfiltered mean fluxes only 5-10 percent more than those derived from the
filtered data. The average altitude for these runs was about 100 m. Of course,
the effect of the filtering will increase with height where the eddy sizes are
larger.
There has been some concern during the FIFE analysis period about the
apparent underestimation of the sensible heat flux by all of the flux aircraft.
Therefore, it was decided to look more closely at the effects of the high-pass
filtering on the estimates of the heat flux from the Twin Otter. In Figure 15, the
heat flux computed from unfiltered data is plotted versus that using data high-
pass filtered at a wavelength of 5 km. Each dot represents one 15-km run over
the FIFE site, while the crosses depict fluxes on a 37-kin segment (i.e, half) of
the regional run. All runs flown in 1989 below 300 m altitude above ground are
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shown, except for the night flight and a few cases in the last half of Flight 7 in
which there was a large east/west trend in the potential temperature. The data
contributing to both the filtered and unfiltered fluxes were not detrended prior
to flux calculation.
Although there is a lot of scatter in the plots, the unfiltered flux is
larger than the filtered estimate in the majority of the 15-km runs, and in a//of
the longer, more reliable regional runs. In the shorter runs over the FIFE site,
the unfiltered flux is occasionally less than the filtered value. This is because
negatively correlated, long wavelength components of the temperature and
vertical wind signals can result in a negative contribution to the run-average flux.
It is not always known whether these longwave components are real or false as
a result of instrument drift. That is why the 5-km filter was adopted for the
aircraft data in the first place. Nevertheless, Figure 15 suggests that a significant
portion of the 'missing heat flux' is due to use of the high-pass filter and
inadequate sampling of the long wavelength contributions to the flux.
The dashed line represents a linear fit to the data from the 15-km runs
over the FIFE site, while the solid line depicts a 1:1 relationship. On average,
the unfiltered fluxes are 15-20 percent greater than the filtered values. These
differences are larger than those indicated in Figure 14 because this analysis
includes runs at higher altitudes, where eddies are larger and proportionally
more affected by the 5-km high-pass filter. The 15-20 percent difference
represents about half of the discrepancy reported between the 1987 aircraft
versus surface fluxes. Use of the Doppler rather than the Litton winds in 1987
(Section 7.3) could account for at least another 10 percent heat flux decrease,
or a quarter of the discrepancy. Furthermore, it has also come to light at a
recent workshop that overestimated net radiation measurements have led to a
possible overestimation in the surface-measured heat flux values.
There is another interesting observation to be made from Figure 15.
The dotted line depicts the linear fit to the data for the 37-km segments (i.e.,
half) of the regional run. It does not have as steep a slope as the dashed line
for the 15-km runs, that is, the unfiltered/filtered ratio is greater on days with
small fluxes than on large flux days. This suggests that, on low flux days,
proportionally more of the flux contribution on the regional run is at long
wavelengths. This effect is not seen for the 15-kin runs, where the reduction by
the filter appears to be about the same percentage on large and small flux days.
This comparison implies that the difference is due to flux contributions at
wavelengths longer than 15 kin, which can be sampled on the regional run but
not on the 15-kin runs, and that these very long wavelength contributions are
more prevalent on low flux days than on high flux days. Admittedly, these
inferences are drawn from linear fits to data that have a lot of scatter, but they
are consistent with the observation that aircraft-measured fluxes are lower than
surface estimates. The subject deserves further investigation, possibly by
comparing filtered and unfiltered fluxes from the entire 75-km regional run with
averages from the same runs divided into 15-km segments.
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Further to the question about underestimation caused by the limited
run length, the unfiltered cospectra in Figure 14 show good closure at the long
wavelength end, suggesting that there is little energy at wavelengths longer than
15 km. The flight altitude was only 100 m, however, and the data shown are
from only one day; the results could conceivably change on another day with a
different wind direction or atmospheric stability. This is discussed further in
Reference 4, where filtered and unfiltered cospectra were calculated for some
75-km regiona! runs flown in 1987. A comparison of data from two days showed
significant differences in the long wavelength contributions to the fluxes. It is
hoped that such data from the regional runs can be used to normalize, or scale
up, fluxes from the shorter runs over the FIFE site in order to account for the
potentially missing long wavelength contributions.
8.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS
This report has documented the participation of the NAE Twin Otter
atmospheric research aircraft in FIFE-89. It has provided the details of the
instrumentation on the aircraft, real-time and playback software, and flight
operations during the experiment. The various forms of data available to
collaborating scientists have been listed, including the format of the data residing
in the FIFE archive at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center.
Also presented in this report were run-average meteorological, radiation
and flux data for all 285 runs flown by the Twin Otter in FIFE-89.
FIFE-89 was the first flux-measuring project in which the alternative
wind calculations have been available on the Twin Otter. The difference in the
wind computation methods was primarily in the source of the aircraft inertial
velocity measurement. Winds referred to as the NAE/DOP winds were used for
the 1987 FIFE data, while those called the Litton winds have been used for
archiving FIFE-89 data. Data for runs analyzed by both methods show flux
increases of 10 to 20 percent when the Litton winds provide the vertical gust
velocity used in the flux calculations. It is possible, therefore, that fluxes
archived for FIFE in 1987 were under-estimated by that amount.
Analysis of FIFE-87 data has indicated that aircraft-measured sensible
heat fluxes, when extrapolated to the surface, under-estimate surface-based flux
measurements. Studies in this report suggest that at least half of this discrepan-
cy is a result of the combined effects of a limited run length of 15 km, and the
high-pass filtering of the aircraft data at a wavelength of 5 km.
FIFE-89 included the first attempt to make low-altitude flux measure-
ments at night. Although the meteorological conditions were not ideal for this
purpose, the operational techniques developed for this flight proved that low-
altitude flux measurements could be accomplished safely at night at flight
altitudes down to about 50 m.
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TABLE i: TWIN OTTER SENSORS FOR FIFE-89
Category Instrument Type I
Output
Time NAE Clock D
I_ition ARNAV Loran-C, R-40-AVA-IO0 D
Litton LTN-90- I00 D
I_rtial Reference System
Inertial Litton LTN-90-100 D
Velocity Inertial Reference System
Decca Doppler Radar, O
Model 72
Beading Sperry C-12 Gyro Compass S
Litton LTH-90-100 IRS D
Attitudes Kearfott T2109 Gyro S
Litton LTN-90-100 IRS D
Acceler- Syst ron-Oonner 4211 A
ations
Angular
Rates
Litton LTN-90-100 IRS D
Smiths 402-RGA Rate Gyros A
Litton LTN-90-10O IRS
Pmrmmeter
Labels
HR, MINSEC
LTD, LTM
LGD, LGM
LTHL
LGML
ULN 0VLE,WZL
GSL
VXM, VYM, VZM
VOTM
HDGH
HDGT
HDGTL
THETA, PHI
THETAL, PHIL
AX,AY,AZ
AXL,AYL,AZL
PRATE ,ORATE
RRATE
PRATEL 0QRATEL
RRATEL
ALtitude Sperry _-200 Radio A RALT
Altimeter
T_rat_es Ros_t 10:_nJ1CG A TTF
Ros_=t I02DJICG A TTNB
Rosernount 102DJICG A TTDUCT
Barnes PRT-5 A PRT5C
E,G and G Model 137-810 A DEWPTC
Description
Latitude, degrees and minutes
Longitude, degrees and minutes
Latitude, minutes
Longitude, minutes
3 Components of Velocity in Earth-axes
Total Ground Speed
3 Components of Velocity in Aircraft Axes
Total Ground Speed
Magnetic Heading
True Heading ( Uses Variation from Loran)
True Heading
Pitch and Roll Attitude
Pitch and Roll Attitude
Longitudinal, Lateral and Vertical
Accelerations in Aircraft Axes
As above
Roll, Pitch. and Yaw Rates
in Aircraft Axes
As above
Height Above Terrain, to 2500 ft
Fast Response Total Temp at Fuselage Nose
Fast Response Total Temp on Noseboom Fairing
Fast Response Total T_ in Duct
Surface Temperature
Dew Point Temperature
1 D- Digital S- Synchro A- Analog
TABLE 1 (Cont): TWIN OTTER SENSORS FOR FIFE-89
Category Instrument
l"emperattres Paroscientific 215L-AW-012
(Cont)
Ag Canada
LICOR C02 Analyzer temp
Pressures Paroscient i f ic 215L-AW-012
Rosemount 858AJ28 Probe
Rosemount 12211VTA1B
Rosemount 858AJ28 Probe
Rosemount 12211F1VLSA1
Rosemount 858AJ28 Probe
Rosemount 12211FIVL5A1
Rosemount 858AJ28 Probe
Rosemount 1201F184A1B
Rosemount 1201F2VLTA1A
Rosemount 1221F2VLTA1A
A.!.R. A]R-DB-2C
Analyzers Agriculture Canada ESRI
Gas Analyzer
L.ICOR LX-6251 C02 Analyzer
Radienmters Kipp and Zonen CM-11
Eppt ey Pyranometer
Skye Industries Greenness
Output
A
A
A
A
D
A
A
A
A
Parammter Description
LabeLs
TSPARO
TSANAL
LCTSC
PSNB
PDNB
Temperature in Static Pressure Transducer
Temperature in C021H20 Analyzer
Temperature in LICOR C02 Analyzer
Noseboom Static Pressure, temperature
compensated
Noseboom Dynamic Pressure
PALPHA
PBETA
PSF
PDF
PDDUCT
PSOUCT
C02N02
H20
LC02
RADUP
RADOWN
GRN660
GRNRAT
Differential Pressure for Angle
of Attack
Differential Pressure for Angle
of Sidesl ip
Alternate Static Pressure, Fuselage
Alternate Dynamic Pressure, Fuselage
Dynamic Pressure in Duct
Static Pressure in Duct
Carbon Dioxide Concentration
Water Vapour Concentration
Carbon Dioxide Concentration
Incident Radiation, Top Fuselage
Reflected Radiation, Under Fuselage
Vegetatien Greenness index
2 D- Digital S- Synchro A- AnaLog
TABLE 2
Event Marker Confiquration for FIFE 1989
Bit Decimal Label on
Count Printout
15 negative -
14 16384 E
13 8192 P
12 4096 N
ii 2048 C
I0 1024 T
9 512 M
8 256 L
7 128 -
6 64 S
5 32 5
4 16 4
3 8 I
2 4 F
1 2
0 1
Indication
No event
Event Marker ON: Data run
35 mm photograph taken ( tied to camera
sync pulse)
Notepad cassette recorder being used for
audio note taking
LICOR CO2 analyzer in self-calibration
VHF radio transmission
Doppler radar in memory; velocities not
useable
Loran-C data not available
F/S 7' - Navigation pointer routine
running; used to return to
same air parcel or cloud
F/S 6 - Doppler radar land or sea
calibrations to be used
F/S 5 - OFF - TSNB used in TAS
- ON - TSF used in TAS, etc
F/S 4 - Position error adjustment
subtracted from noseboom TAS
F/S 3 - Noseboom dynamic pressure port
blocked; Alternative PDFNB
used in flow angle calculation
F/S 2 - Fuselage true airspeed used in
wind calculation instead of
noseboom TAS
F/S 1 - Wind data displayed to crew in
degrees magnetic or true
F/S 0 - Not used
' F/S indicates function switch on console in cockpit. Status
of the 8 function switches are recorded in the event word

TABLE 3
TWIN OTTER RECORDER BUFFER IN FIFE-89
BUFFER A FIFE89 for use with Litton Running
Used for all FIFE-89 Flights
Word # Name Scale Units Description
01 FILEHR 1 -
02 MINSEC 1 -
03 EVENT 1 -
04 LTD 1 deg
05 LTM i00 min
06 LGD 1 deg
07 LGM I00 min
08 LTML i00 min
09 LGML i00 min
i0 HDGT i0 deg
ii HDGTLC I0 deg
12 WDTI I0 deg
13 WDTL I0 deg
14 WSMI I00 m/s
15 WSML I00 m/s
16 UGEI I00 m/s
17 VGEI i00 m/s
18 WGEI i00 m/s
19 LWN i00 m/s
20 LWE i00 m/s
21 WEP I00 m/s
22 TSNBC i00 deg C
23 DEWPTC i00 deg C
24 TSDCTC i00 deg C
25 PRT5C I00 deg C
26 RADUP I0 W/m 2
27 RADOWN I0 W/m 2
28 C02N02 i0 mg/m 3
29 H20 i00 g/m 3
30 RALT i0 m
31 TASFK i00 knots
32 TASNBK i00 knots
33 TASDCT i00 knots
34 PSDUCT i0 mb
35 PSNBC I0 mb
36 TSFC i00 deg C
37 GRNRAT i000 -
38 VDTM I0 m/s
39 GSL I0 knots
40 LC02 1 mv
File number; GMT hours (i)
GMT minutes; GMT seconds (2)
Event marker
Loran latitude, degrees
Loran latitude, minutes
Loran longitude, degrees
Loran longitude, minutes
Litton latitude, minutes
Litton longitude, minutes
Magnetic compass true heading
Litton true heading
Dop/inertial true wind direction
Litton true wind direction
Doppler/inertial wind speed
Litton Wind speed
North/south Dop/In wind component
( positive from north)
East/west Dop/In wind component
( positive from east)
Vertical Dop/In wind component
( positive up)
North/south Litton wind component
East/west Litton wind component
Vertical Litton wind component
Static temperature, noseboom fair'g
Dew point temperature
Duct static temperature,
fast response R-102 probe
PRT-5 surface temperature
Incident radiation, upward facing
Reflected radiation, downward "
CO, analyzer, duct, LP filtered
H,0 analyzer, duct, LP filtered
Radio altimeter height
True airspeed, fuselage
True airspeed, noseboom
True airspeed, duct
Static pressure, duct
Static pressure, noseboom
Static Temperature, fuselage
Greenness index
Doppler ground speed
Litton ground speed
Licor C02 analyzer, millivolts
TABLE 3 (Cont)
Word # Name Scale Units
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
5O
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
LCTSC i00 deg C
UGEIL i00 mps
VGEIL i00 mps
WGEIL i00 mps
UC02N2 i0 mg/m 3
UH20 i00 g/m 3
TTF I00 deg K
TTNB i00 deg K
PSFC i0 mb
PDFC I00 mb
PDNBC I00 mb
AZL i00 m/s'
PDDUCT i00 mb
WGAI i00 m/s
ALPHA i00 deg
BETA I00 deg
THETAL i00 deg
PHIL I00 deg
VXMLTN 128 m/s
VYMLTN 256 m/s
VZMLTN 512 m/s
ULN i00 m/s
VLE i00 m/s
WZL i00 m/s
Description
Licor C02 analyzer temperature
North/South Litton/Dop wind
East/West Litton/Dop wind
Vertical Litton/Dop wind
C02 Analyzer, duct, unfiltered
H,0 Analyzer, duct, unfiltered
Rosem't total temperature, fuselage
Rosem't total temperature, noseboom
Fuselage static pressure
Fuselage dynamic pressure
Noseboom dynamic pressure
Vertical Acceleration, Litton,
Duct dynamic pressure
Vertical Dop/Inertial wind
component in aircraft axes
Angle of attack, noseboom
Sideslip angle, noseboom
Pitch attitude, positive nose up
Roll attitude, positive right wing
down
Doppler velocity along heading
corrected to Litton location
Doppler lateral velocity,
positive to starboard
Doppler vertical velocity,
positive aircraft down
Litton north/south velocity,
positive to north
Litton east/west velocity,
positive to east
Litton vertical velocity,
Notes: (i) first byte is tape file number, decimal
second byte is GMT hours, decimal
(2) eg., 2712 decimal is 27 minutes, 12 seconds GMT
TABLE 4: AIRBORNE PROGRAMS AND RECORDED DATA
Date Flt Program Version File Recorded
# GMT'
Jul 27 01 PK9CFI Jul 26 1 1521-1525
" " 2 1532-1819
" 02 PK9CHI Jul 26 1 1909-1950
Jul 28 03 PK9CFI Jul 26 1 1440-1804
Aug 02 04 POK9CI Jul 29 1 1451-1825.,
Aug 03 05 " " 1 1714-1945
Aug 04 06 " " 1 1416-1724
" 07 " " 1 1831-2126
Aug 06 08 " " 1 1459-1830
" 09 " " 1 1928-2236
Aug 07 i0 " " 1 1511-1529
" " 2 1548-1838
Aug 08 ii POK9CJ Aug 08 1 1511-1830
" 12 " " 1 1940-2209
Aug i0 13 POK9CL Aug 08 1 1557-1836
" 14 " " 1 0051-0309 _ NF 3
Aug ii 15 " " 1 1619-2007
Aug 12 16 " " 1 1555-1958
' Greenwich Mean Time = Central Daylight Time plus 5 hours
2 Evening flight August i0 (August ii GMT)
3 No end-of-file marker on tape

TABLE 5: FIFE-_ FLIGHT _Y - NAE TWIN OTTER
DATE
Jul 20
Jut 21
FLT _ HRS
#
1406-1537 1.7
1716-1916 2.1
2052-2221 1.7
- 1455-1626 -1.6
O0 1719-1816 1.1
_r.ATHER RUNS FLOWN
Sunny - Transit
Some cloud - Transit
Some cloud - Transit
CLoud, showers to - Transit
sunny
Mostly sunny, some
cumulus;
Winds NE st 10 mps
- Test run at 1900' ms[
- Test run at 1900' mat
- Attempt new regional run,
terminated about 10 miles east of
west end
LOCATION
Waypoints
Ottawa-Wiarton
Wiarton-Mitwatkee
MitwaLkee-Ottumwa
Ottumwa-Manhattan
FNW-FNE
FN-FS
FE2-FWEST
Jut 24
Jul 25 -
JuL 26 -
Jut 27 01
Jut 27 02
Jut 28 03
Jut 31
2057-2128
1910-1950
2018-2044
1522-1819 3.0
1910-1951 0.8
1440-1804 3.5
2030-2054
0.6 Towering cumulus,
southeast winds
0.6 Cumulus
0.6 Cumulus, SSE winds
Cumulus,
Uinds SSU 5-7mps,
CLoud Base:
4300' @ 1600Z,
4500' @ 1638Z,
5500' @ 1736Z,
5900' @ 1809Z,
altimeter 30.20
Cumulus, Winds south
5-7mps
Mostly clear, a few
cumulus near end of
flight,
Winds south 5 mps,
BL height 3700'mst at
start,
Altimeter 30.10
0.5 Partially cloudy
- Tests of event marker with
various jun_0er combinations
- Licor tests at high and tow
speed , and during taxi
- Test of PK9CFX for event marker
- Several problem after 15 volt
short
- 3 files using modules PK9CF1,
PK9CE1 and PK9CH1
- Did pitches and several tow
Level runs to test event and flux
rout i nes
- Regional run B, 500' agl
Sounding to 4800' msl
- Profile stack at 1600, 1900,
2600 and 4000' met
- Profile stack at G300, 2600,
1900, 1600, 1700, 1900, 2600 and
4300' mel
- Profile stack at 5200, 2700,
1900 and 1600' msl
- Sounding to 5900' msl
- Regi_l Run C at 500' agt
- Controt inputs, 9500'
- Descent soLa_ding from9500'
- 3 Lidar intercomparison runs,
1750, 2800 and 4000' met
- 8-tina grid working from south
to north, 1600' met
- 8-tina grid working north to
south, 1600' msl
- Regional run C, 500' agt
- G test runs for new POK9Cl
- FRW-FE2, Region B
- FNW3-FNE3
- FN2-FS2
- FNW3-FNE3
- FE2-FRW2, Region C
- 235 mag bearing
over LIDAR site
- 8 east/west tines
- 8 east/west tines
- FRE-FRW2
- Near Salina
TABL E 5 (cont): FIFE-S9 FLIGWr SUI_IARY - MAlE TWIN OTTER
DATE
Aug 02
Aug 03
Aug 04
Aug 04
FLT Gift
#
04 1452-1825
05 1715-1946 2.7
06 1417-1724 3.3
07 1832-2127 3.0
HRS If.:ATRER RUMS FLOMM
3.7 Hazy and humid,
approx 50_ tow
cumulus,
South winds 5-10 mrs,
Cloud base 2600' at
start, rising to
3800' last at end,
Altimeter 30.00
Low cloud at start,
30 -40 _ based at
2600' mst; reduced to
about 20_ and cloud
base rose to 4100',
winds 220/10 mrs,
Altimeter 29.79
Clear, Winds 220/8
mpa,
Hot; PBL height:
2600' msl at 1440Z,
3500' at 1600Z, and
3200' at 1700Z,
Altimeter 29.77
Clear, Winds 19017
mpa,
Hot; PBL height
fairly constant at
about 3100' msl,
Altimeter 29.75
- Sounding from9500'
- L-pattern, 1700 to 1600' msl
- L-pattern 2600' fast, 200'
betow ctoud base
- L-pattern, 1600' mst
- L-pattern, 2600' mst
- L-pattern, 2800' mst
- L-pattern, 1600' mst
- L-pattern, 3000' ms[
- L-pattern, 1600' ms[
- One Lidar lntercomp, 205
magnetic, 3400' msl
- Regional run C, 500' agl
- Regional run C, 500 agl
- 3 familiarization runs for new
pilot, 1600' mst
- 4 Lidar intercomparison runs
(first aborted about mid way)
2800, 2800, 1600 and 3900'msl
- Regional run C, 500' ag[
- Descent sounding 9500-2500' msl
- Run along track-8 at 2500' msl
- FuLL 8-line grid at 1600' mst,
working south to north
- Runs along track-1 at 3300 and
3100' msl
- Full 8-Line grid at 1600' msl,
working north to south
- Run along track-8 at 3100' mst
-Futt 8-line grid at 1600' msl,
working north to south
- Runs on track-8 at 3100 and
2300' mst
- Full 8-line grid at 1600' msl,
working south to north
- Run on track-1 at 3400' mst
- Regional Run C at 500' agl
- Control inputs at 95 knots,
flaps 7 deg
- Pitching inputs, 110 knots,
flaps up
Lor_JLT]Oll
tCaypoints
- FS3-FN3, FNW-FNE
- FNE-FNW, FN3-FS3
- FS3-FN3, FNW-FNE
- FNE-FNW, FN3-FS3
- FS3-FN3, FNW-FNE
- FNE-FNW, FN3-FS3
- FS3-FN3, FNW-FNE
- FNE-FNW, FN3-FS3
- 205 bearing from
over Lidar
- FRE-FRW2
- FRW2TFRE
- FNE-FNW, FW2-FE2,
and FE6-FW6
235 bearing from
Lidar
FRE-FRW2
- FW6-FE6
- 8 east/west Lines
(Fig. 6)
- FWO-FEO & FEO-FUO
- 8 east/west lines
(Fig. 6)
- FW6-FE6
- 8 east/west tines
.(Fig. 6)
- FW6-FE6, FE6-FW6
- 8 east/west lines
(Fig. 6) KA 2032Z
- FWO-FEO
- FRE-FRW2
Aug 06 08 1500-1831 3.7 Ctear, Winds 06015
mpa at start, backing
to 010 by end;
PBL top:
2250' mst at 1520Z,
3100' at 1926Z,
3500' at 1635Z,
4000' at 1600Z,
Altimeter 30.08
- Smooth runs and control inputs
at 9500'
- Descent sounding to 2000' ml
- PBL runs along south edge,
2000'
" L-pattern at 1600' msl
- L-pattern at 2100'
- L-pattern at 1600'
- L-pattern at 2100'
- L-pattern at 3200/3100'
- L-pattern at 1600'
- L-pattern at 3100'
- L-pattern at 1600'
- L-pattern at 1600'
- L-pattern at 3500'
- 2 Intercomparison runs with
KingAir, 1900 and 1600' msl
- FW6-FE6
FE5-FW5
FN3-FS3
- FES-FW5
- FN3-FS3
- FES-FW5
- FN3-FS3
- FE5-FW5
- FN3-FS3
- FES-FW5
- FN3-FS3
-FE5-FW5
FS3-FH3
FWS-FE5
FS3-FN3
FWS-FE5
FS3-FN3
FW5-FE5
FS3-FN3
FWS-FE5
FS3-FN3
FWS-FE5
FW5-FE5
TABLE 5 (cont): FIFE-_ FL]GHT SUIOIARY - MAJE TWIN OTTER
DATE FLT GNT
#
HRS WEATHER. US FLOMII LOCATION
Uaypoints
Aug 06
Aug 07
Aug 08
09 1929-2237 3.3
10 1511-1848 3.8
11 1512-1830 3.5
Mostly clear, a very
few clouds, Winds N
at 8-10 mps, becoming
020 at end of flight;
PBL height:
5100' ntsl at 1935Z,
6000' at 2035,
5000' at 2200;
Altimeter 30.10
Nostly clear, a few
thin clouds at
6000'decreasing;
Cool;
Winds NNE at 7 mpa,
PBL top almest
constant at 6000';
Apparent (ongwave air
metionS,
Altimeter 30.25.
Clear to start,
shallow clouds
develop to 30X.
Winds WNW and light:
PBL height:
3100' at 1547Z,
4400' at 1608Z,
7000' at 1708Z,
7000' at 1766Z;
Altimeter 30.15
- Run at 4800', 300' belou top of
PBL
- Full 8-line grid, 1600' met,
working north to south
- Run at 5700', 300' below top of
PBL (KtngAir FES-FW6 same time)
- Full 8-line grid, 1600' msl,
working south to north
- Run at 4800', 200 ' below top
of PBL
- Regional Run C at 500' agl
- FEO-FWO
- 8 east/west lines,
(Fig. 6)
- FE6-FW6
- 8 east/west lines
(Fig. 6)
- FWO-FEO
-FRE-FRW2
- Regional Run C, (unuseable due - FRW2-FRE
to computer halts); attempted
intercon_ with NOAA Long-Easy
- Profile stack at 1600, 1900, FES-FW5
2900 and 5700' ms[
- Profile stack at 5700, 2900, FS2-FN2
1900, 1650, 1650, 1900, 2900 and
5700' met
- Profile stack at 5700, 2900, FE5-FW5
1900 and 1600' last
- Sounding to 8000' msl
- Regional Run C at 500' agl - FRE-FRW2
(KingAir passes going other way)
- Regional Run C, 500 egl with
Long Easy in Loose formation
" Run at 2900' msl
- 8-line grid at 1600' mst,
working north to south
- Sounding climb to 7000'
- Run at 6500', below top of PBL
- 8-line grid at 1600' ms[,
working south to north
- Run at 7000' below top of PBL
FRW2-FRE
FWO-FEO
- 8 east/west lines
(Fig. 6)
- FE6-FW6
8 east/west tines
(Fig. 6)
- FWO-FEO
Aug 08
Aug 10
12 1938-2209 2.7
13 1557-1938 3.8
Shallow clouds based
at 7900', reducing
from about 30 to 5 %
coverage,
Winds tight from the
WHW;
PWL height 7900'
through flight,
Altimeter 30.11
Variable cloud,
including Cu at
6000', middle cloud
and Ci;
Winds south 7-8mps;
PBL height:
6000' at 1635Z,
6800' at 1850Z;
Altimeter 30.13
- Run at 7500', belou top of PBL - FNE-FNW
- 4-line minigrid, Tracks 2, 4, 6 - 4 east/west Lines
and 8 (Fig. 6)
- Climb sounding to8600'
- Run at 7500', below top of PBL FE6-FW6
- 4-line minigrid, Tracks 8,6,4, - 4 east/west Lines
and 2 (Fig. 6)
- Run at 7500', belOW top of PBL FHW-FNE
- Regional Run C at 500' egl - FRE-FRW2
- Regional Run C at 500'
- Sounding to 7200' rest
- PgL run at 5700' met
- 8-line grid, 1600' msl, working
north to south
- PBL run at 6000' rest
- Second grid at 1600' rest
working south to north- computer
intermittent after 6 th line
- RTB
- FRU2-FRE
- FEO-FWO
- 8 east/west lines
(Fig. 6)
- FE6-FW6
- 6 east/west lines
(Fig. 6)
TABLE 5 (cont): FIFE-SQ FLIGHT SUIgqARY - NAE TWIN OTTER •
DATE FLT GMT
J
HRS WEATHER RUNS FLOWN LOCATION
Waypoints
Aug 10
Aug 11
Aug 12
Aug 14
14 0052-0310 2.4
(Aug 11)
15 1619-2008 3.9
16 1556-1959 4.2
1416-1655 2.7
1810-2058 2.8
22O6-2357 1.9
Mostly clear, South
winds 8 mps;
Sodar PBL top:
150msgt at 0118Z,
125m apt at 01_Z,
_m agt at 02082
and 120m at 0230Z;
ALtimeter 30.11
Variable cloud, a few
Cu based 6200-6500'
msl, Upper thin layer
at 8700';
PBL height;
5200' ms[ at 1708Z,
5900' at 1733Z,
6200' at 1920Z;
Variable PBL height;
Winds south 8-9 mps;
Altimeter 30.18
VariabLe cloud, with
Cu after 1700Z based
at (>300, msL,
PRL height:
4700' mst at 1643Z,
6300' at 1745Z,
6700' at 19002;
Wind south 5 mps;
ALtimeter 30.13
- Night flight, descent sourcing
from 9500'
- Racetrack pattern, pair of runs
at 1800' ms[
- 5 pairs of runs at 1600' mst
- Regional Run C at 500' agt in
formation intercomparison with
King Air
- Sounding from7000'
- T-pattern; Profile stack at
1000, 1900, 2700 and 4800'mst
- Profile stack at 5000, 2800,
1900, 1650, 1650, 1900, 2800 and
5000' mt
- Profile stack st 5000, 2800,
1900 and 1600' mst
- Sounding ctimb to 9200' ms[
- Regional Run C at 500' agl
- Regional Run C in formation
with King Air, 500' agt
- Sounding to SOOO'ml
- PBL run at 4300' msL
- 8-line grid, 1600' msl, working
north to south
- PBL run at 6000' msL
- 8-line grid , 1600' mst,
working south to north
- PBL run at 6300' msl
- 2 Runs over Reservoir north of
Manhattan, 200' agt
- Regional Run C at 500' agl
- Transit, Salina-Peoria
Transit, Peoria-London, Ont.
- Transit, London-Ottawa
- FW2-FE2, FNE-FNW
- FW2-FE2, FNE-FNW
- FRW2-FRE
- FNW-FNE
FN2-FS2
-FNW-FNE
- Over FIFE site
- FRE-FRg2
FRW2-FRE
- FEO-FWO
- 8 east/west tines
(Fig. 6)
- FE6-FW6
- 8 east/west Lines
(Fig. 6)
- FgO-FEO
- Reservoir
- FRE-FRW2
Total FLight Hours: 69.2
TABLE 6: TWIN OTTER FUGHT SUMMARY
TYPES AND NUMBERS OF RUNS
Date Flt Hours
Jul 20 - 5.5
21 0 2.7
24 - 0.6
25 - 0.6
26 - 0.6
27 01 3.0
02 0.8
28 03 3.5
31 - 0.5
Aug 02 04 3.7
03 05 2.7
04 06 3.3
07 3.0
06 08 3.7
09 3.3
07 i0 3.8
08 II 3.5
12 2.7
I0 13 3.8
14 2.4
ii 15 3.9
12 16 4.2
14 - 7.4
Flight Type
Proj Test Tran
X
X X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Number of Runs by Type'
Grid L/T Line Lid Comp Reg Sound
2 1
16 1 2
1
3 1 116
16 1 1 1
3 4 2
16 3 1
16 3 1
20 1 2 1
16 3 1
16 2 1
16 3 1 1
8 3 1 1
14 2 1 1
I0 1
16 1 2 2
16 5 1 2 1
Totals 69.2 16 118 86 36 8 4 18 14
'Types of Runs: • Grid
• L/T
• Line
• Lidar
• Comp
• Reg
• Sound
See Figure 4
L or T shaped profiling runs at several
altitudes
Other straight line runs, often to
measure the top of the boundary layer
Intercomparison runs over LIDAR
Intercomparison with NCAR King Air
Regional run to/from Salina
Sounding

TkRtF 7 - IMSTRUNENTATIOM PROBLENS - TW|N OTTER - FIFE 1989
Date
JuL 21
Jut 24
JuL 25
Jul 26
JuL 27
JuL 27
Flight
O0
01
02
Description
- Occasional event false event spike
- Radiometers and PRT-5 use 1987 catibration
- Licor self-calibration not correct on zero
- Spikes and 2 deg shifts on Noseboom total and static temperatures, also 2 deg shift s
to the VHF transmissions
- Event test; input induced event spikes, special jumper tests
- Li¢or self caL doesn't reach zero at 135 knots
- Spikes and steps on noseboom temperature, and affected by VHF transmissions
- Event test using PK9CFX and event circuitry bypassed
- many serious problems after short of 15 volt power supply
- no Loran on tape
- HDGT is degrees magnetic
- TASNB U/S because of PDNB and problem with airspeed switch circuitry
- TTF and TTN purposely swapped at input to signal conditioning: proved that noise
spikes on card, no probe: radio transmission problems on probe or installation
- Licor doesn't get proper zero consistently; better at low airspeeds
- Noise spikes and steps on TTN and TSN; also 2 deg shifts with VHF transmissions
- File 1 uses PK9CF1, in which raw event buffer replaces Litton Latitude mintes on
Channel 8; other two files OK using PK9CE1 or PK9CH1
- Licor uses 30 seconds for each gas; doesn't always get prober zero
- Litton winds and HDGTL not correct, possibly due to a wrong latitude on alignment;
must use Doppler winds; _EP may be OK
- L event shows when E event on; Causes YLAT =0 and error {n corrected radiation when
event marker on for programs before Aug 5 (inclusive).
- Noise spikes and steps on TTN end TSN; also 2 deg shifts with radio transmissions
- PRT-5, upward and downward radiometers use 1987 calibration.
- Occasionat spike on dew point
- Bursts of spikes on various other parameters, including TTF,TSF, PSF, Dew Point, PDNB,
PDF, (indicate a return of the Moosonee problem)
- Licor fluxes don't agree well with ESRI. Pump may have started deterioration.
- L event shows when E event on; Causes YLAT =0 and errors in corrected RADUP readings
for programs before August 05 (inclusive).
- Noise spikes and steps on TTN and TSN; also 2 deg shifts with VHF transmissions
- PRT-5, upward and downward radiometers use 1987 calibration.
- Licor may not be reliable due to deteriorating pump
Jut 28
Jul 31
Aug 02
03
O4
- L event shows when E event on: Causes YLAT=O and errors in corrected RADUP in programs
before August 05 (inclusive)
- PRT-5, upward and downward radioemters use 1987 calibrations
- Licor pump has broken diaphram;, Licor not useable
- TTN and TSN has 2 deg shifts due to VHF transmissions
- TTN and TSN spikes and steps for VHF transmission; Stepped off 1.5 deg for 8 minutes
between two transmissions
- Licor self cal not always to zero
- Licor self cat not always zero
- TTN and TSN has steps due to radio transmissions
- Probe heater switch off, TAS flashing at end run 02
- Haze lowers greenness index readings for higher altitude runs
- Bad btock of data, approximately 1522Z
- Some spikes, evidence of the Moosonee problem
TABLE7 (Cont)
Aug 03 O5 - TTN and TSN have radio transmissio interference
- Probe heater switch cycling for about 2 minutes after takeoff
- Bad block of data about 1903Z
Aug 04
Aug 04
Aug 06
Aug 06
Aug 07
Aug 08
Aug 08
Aug 10
Aug 10
Aug 11
Aug 12
06
O7
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
- TTN and TSN have radio transmission interference
Litton drifted 3 mites south
- Computer halt at Location 027336 at 1454Z; Hessage about stack overflow. Repeated this
run, which uas the first of the morning grid
- TTM and TSN have radio transmission interference
- TAS, PSF disturbances at 2116Z during inputs. Ray be Noosonee problem.
- LICOR U/S after 1919Z; tube from pump to analyzer disconnected
- ESRI C02/HzO analyzer nserviceabte after 2105Z (Last run)
: Insect remains on noseboom probe; ALpha and beta apear OK in control inputs
- Computer halt at 162644Z
- TTN and TSN have radion transmission interference
- 2 mile Litton drift to south during flight
- Computer halt at 212218Z
- TTN and TSN have radio transmission interference
- Computer halt at 152913Z and at 162501Z
- Additional halt at about 1533 using older program PK9CF1
- TTN and TSN have radio transmission interference
- DoppLer VY problem at 1735Z (Run 13): VY wrong sign
- TTN and TSN radio interference
- Some evidence of the Hoosonee problem, spikes on parameters handled by original D/A
circuitry
- Computer halt on taxi and just after takeoff; Recorder started at 1940Z, 2 minutes
after takeoff
- Reload program at 2048Z; 2 minute gap in recorded data
- Doppler horizontal uinds not correct on westerly headings: Doppler VY not going to
negative readings when drift to Left
- TASNB spikes from at Least 2054-2114Z, especially Runs 07-09: Causes spikes in Alpha,
winds
- Similar spikes in all parameters on original A/D; i.e, the Hoosonee Problem
- Computer halts several times after 1836Z- Abort rest of flight
- Noosonee spikes, possibly affecting computer
- TTN and TSN radio interference
- TTN and TSM radio interference
- No EOF on tape
- TTN and TSN radio interference
- Doppler VY problem on Run 14; Doppler and Lit/Dop winds inaccurate for this run
- TTN and TSN radio interference
- Doppler VY problem ,intermittent; Affects Doppler windson several runs
- Licor self calibration not always to near zero
- Greenness Index unserviceable from 1628-1645Z, i.e. near end of second segment of
first regional run
'I_,J_.E 8: lq3RF_ l_lR Dlk'l_ ARI:_31VE - FJ_J_ 89
Each file consists of 8 lines of data for each flux run. _he first line
gives flight and run identification. This is followed by seven data lines,
which will be described bel_ along with the formats used. Data from the
three flux aircraft will be in this format. Unavailable data will be
replaced by a string of 9 's.
L'INE# GROUP -PARAMETERS UNITS
1 ]DENT ' NAE'
FLIGHT DATE, YYMMDD
MISSION OF DAY, EG ' MISSION 1/2
RUN NUMBER
2 TIME, LOCATION
& RUN MEANS
3 RMS ASSOCIATED
WITH ABOVE MEANS
RUN START TIME COT
" GMT
STARTING LATITUDE DEG,MIN
STARTING LONGITUDE "
RUN END TIME COT
ENDING LATITUDE DEG, MIN
ENDING LONGITUDE "
AIRCRAFT HEADING, TRUE DEG TRUE
MEAN PRESSURE ALTITUDE M
MEAN RADAR ALTITUDE M
MEAN TEMP DEG C
MEAN POTENTIAL TEMPERATURE DEG K
MEAN MIXING RATIO GN/KG
MEAN NORTH/SOUTH WIND, + FROM SOUTH N/S
MEAN EAST/WEST WIND, + FROM WEST M/S
MEAN PRESSURE MB
MEAN PRT-5 SURFACE TEMP DEG C
MEAN DOWNWELLING RADIATION W/M2
MEAN UPWELLING RADIATION W/M2
MEAN GREENNESS INDEX
FOPJ4AT COMMENTS
A4 -IDENTIFIES NAE TWIN OTTER
1X,A6 - FLIGHT DATE
A12 - FLIGHT OF THE DAY
1X,A6 - NAE RUN NUMBER
1X,611
1X,611
F7.1
F7.1
1X,611
F7.1
F7.1
F5.O
F6.O
F6.0
F7.2
F7.2
F6.2
F7.2
F7.2
F7.1
F5.1
F6.O
FS.0
FS.Z
RMS TEMPERATURE DEG C F5.2
RMS POTENTIAL TEMP DEG K F5.2
RMS MIXING RATIO GM/KG F5.2
RMS NORTH/SOUTH WIND M/S F5.2
RMS EAST/WEST WIND M/S F5.2
RMS PRESSURE MB F4.1
RMS SURFACE TEMPERATURE DEG C F5.1
RMS DOWNWELLING RADIATION W/M2 F5.O
RMS UPWELLING RADIATION W/M2 FS.0
RMS GREENNESS INDEX F5.2
- EG,' 4357.2'
- ADJUSTED FOR ALTIMETER SETTING
- FROM TSC ( CH 36)
- CALC FROM TSC AND PSNBC
- CALC FROM DEW POINT, TSC & PSNBC
GM OF H20 PER KG DRY AIR
- NEGATIVE OF UGE (CH 16 ABOVE)
- NEGATIVE OF VGE (CH 17 ABOVE)
- PSNBC (CH 35)
- CH Z5
- CN 26 ( INCIDENT)
- CH Z7 ( REFLECTED)
- CN 37
- FROM DEW POINT, TSC AND PSN8C
4 LINEART ENDS
5 RMS TURBULENT
'*UNFILTERED*
6 RMS TURBULENT
* FILTERED*
TREND IN TEMPERATURE DEG C/N
TREND IN POTENTIAL TEMP DEG K/M
TREND IN MIXING RATIO GH/KG/M
TREND IN NORTH/SOUTH WIND H/S/N
TREND IN EAST/_EST WIND M/S/M
TREND IN PRESSURE NB/N
TREND IN SURFACE TEMPERATURE DEG C/M
TREND IN DO_NWELLING RADIATION W/M2/M
TREND IN UP_ELLING RADIATION W/M2/M
TREND IN GREENNESS INDEX 1/M
RNS VERTICAL GUST VELOCITY M/S
RNS NORTH/SOUTH GUST VELOCITY M/S
RNS EAST/WEST GUST VELOCITY M/S
RNS ALONG-WIND COHPONENT M/S
PJ4S ACROSS WIND COMPONENT M/S
P.HS POTENTIAL TEMPERATURE DEG K
P.HS H20 MIXING RATIO (H20 ANALYZER) GM/KG
RNS CO2 MIXING RATIO (C02 ANALYZER MG/KG
SANE 8 PARAHETERS AS ABOVE, BUT HIGH PASS
FILTERED AT 5 104 WAVELENGTH ( SEE NOTE 1)
1X,E10.3
E10.3
E10.3
E10.3
E10.3
E10.3
E10.3
E10.3
E10.3
E10.3
F5.2
F5.2
F5.2
F5.2
F5.2
F5.2
F5.2
F5.2
- TREND PER METER (GROUND SPEED)
- DERIVED FROH DEW POINT
- WGE, DOPPLER/INERTIAL WIND
- tJGE
- VGE
- ALONG RUN-MEAN WIND DIRECTION
- ACROSS RUN-MEAN WIND DIRECTION
- NOTE** FROH H2O ANALYZER IN DUCT
DERIVED FROH CH 29, 34 AND 24
- MG OF C02 PER KG DRY AIR IN DUCT
DERIVED FROM CH 28, 24, 34 AND 29
FLUXES
*FILTERED*
(NOTE 2)
8 CORRELATION
NORTH/SOUTH HOMENTUM FLUX N/H2
EAST/WEST MOMENTUM FLUX N/M2
MOMENTUM FLUX ALONG MEAN WIND N/M2
DIRECTION
HOHENTUM FLUX ACROSS " " N/M2
SENSIBLE HEAT FLUX W/M2
LATENT HEAT FLUX WIN2
CARBON DIOXIDE FLUX KG/HA/H
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR THE ABOVE
7 PARANETERS
PLUS, CC FOR MIXING RATIO*POTENTIAL TENP
F6.2
F6.2
F6.2
F6.2
F6.O
F6.0
F6.1
ALL F6.2
F6.2
- POSITIVE WIND FROM SOUTH
- POSITIVE WIND FROM WEST
- THE TRADITIONAL I._
- THE TRADITIONAL W
- FROM WGE & POTENTIAL TEMP
- FROM H2O ANALYZER
- KILOGRAMS PER HECTARE PER HOUR
** _ : THE FII3XES WERE DERIVED FRf_ HIGH-PASS FILTERED DATA
USING A BREAKPOINt OF O. 012 HZ, WHICH ODRRES_ TO A WAVELENGIH
OF APPROXIMATELY 5 KM.
TABLE 9: TWIN OTTER DATA - FIFE-89
The data presented in each column of the following tables are described below:
Cotum Heeding
Run Averages
ST GMT
SEC
DIST
PALT
RALT
TEHP
DEWPT
PRT5
GRN
RADUP
LICOR
HDG
HDGL
WIND,
WINDLD
Units Explanation
sac
km
m
m
deg C
deg C
deg C
W 111-2
mg m"3
deg T
deg T
MS -|
Greenwich Mean Time at the start of the run (Central
DayLight Time plus 5 hours)
Duration of the run
Length of the run (integrated ground speed)
Pressure altitude above sea level (has been corrected
for altimeter setting)
Radio altimeter height above the ground
Static temperature
Dew point temperature
Surface temperature
Greenness Index from Skye Industries sensor
Incident radiation from Kipp and Zonen CM-11, corrected
for aircraft attitude angles
CO2 mean concentration from L|-COR sLow-response
analyzer, uncorrected
Aircraft true heeding from C-12 compass;
from Litton IRS
Mean wind direction and wind speed;
WINDLD from LIT/DOP winds
RNS
UGE
UGEL
VGE
VGEL
WGE
WEP
TS
C02
H20
Fluxes
WT
WC
WO
UW
Z/L
ms -I
ins -1
n_ -I
deg C
mg m-3
g m-3
W m-'_
kg/h.hr
W m-2
N m-2
I_ of ftuctustions in:
North/south wind concKment,
UGE from NAE/DOP winds, UGEL from Litton Winds
East/west wind coe_x_r_mt,
VGE from NAE/DOP winds, VGEL from Litton Winds
Vertical wind coRTx_t; WGE from NAE/DOP uinds, WEP
from Litton winds
Temperature
CO2 from fast-response ESR| Analyzer
H20 from fast-response ESR! analyzer
Sensible heat flux
CO2 flux in kilograms per hectare per hour
(36 times the flux in mg.m-" per second)
Latent heat flux (water vapour)
Homentum flux
StabiLity parameter, height above ground divided by the
Obhukov Scale Length
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LICOR CO 2 ANALYZER
ESRI ELECTRONICS
ESRI CO2/H20 ANALYZER
FIG. 2: DUCT AND GAS ANALYZERS
FIGURE 3. PLAYBACK VS AIRBORNE FLUX
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Latitude Longitude Label Latitude
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39 03.3 96 37.0
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Longitude
FN2 39 07.0 96 31.0
FNE2 39 05.8 96 26.3
FNE 39 05.3 96 26.3
FNE3 39 05.3 96 26.3
FNE4 39 04.8 96 26.3
FRE (FE2) 39 02.8 96 26.3
FE6 38 59.2 96 26.3
FS2 38 58.4 96 31.5
West point of Regional Run B
West Point of regional Run C
FIGURE 5: NAVIGATION WAYPOINTS - FIFE 89
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FIG. 6: WAYPOINTS AND TRACKS FOR GRID FLIGHT PATTERN
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Twin Otter Track Plot
FIFE 89-01
Reference Point FIFE LIOAR
39 3 8 96 32 5
FIlght Date 27-JUL-89
Segments (Flies) X = Start/end of file
Start 16 450 End 18 sos Gaps = Laran out
Grid Oriented True N _ = 5 min GMT
Roage rlnS$ o| 50 km
Scale (mn_/km) = 6 3963 _ = Photo event
Twin Otter Track Plot
FIFE -02, REGION C
Reference Point FIFE LIDAR
39 83 96 32 5
Fl=ght Date 27-JUL-S9
Segments (Piles) x = Start/end of f_Je
Start 19 1028 End 19 5023 Gaps = Loran out
Grid Oriented True N = 5 min GMT
Ronge final at 25 0 k_
Scale (mm/km) = I 6542 _ = Photo event
Twin Otter Track Plat
FIFE FLT 89-03
Reference Po;nt FIFE L[OAR
39 40 96 32 5
Flight Date 28-J UL-S9
Segments (Files) X = Start/end of f_ie
Start 15 1101 End 17 2604 Gaps = Lordn out
Grzd Oriented True N = 5 mln GMT
Range ringl at _ 0 km 'F'
Score (wi_/km) . 6 0000 }_ = Photo event
Twin Otter Track Plot
FIFE FLIGHT 04
Reference Point FIFE LIDAR
39 4 0 96 325
FILght Dote 02-AUG-89
Segments (Files)' X = Start/end of fiJe
Start 15 260t End 17 6404 Gaps = Laran out
Or_d Oriented True N
= 5 min GMT
Range ringl at 50 km
Scale (tam/km) = BSg63 m = Photo event
FIG. 8(a): FLIGHT TRACK PLOTS - FLIGHTS 01 TO 04
Twin Otter Track Ptot
FIFE 89-05
Reference Point FIFE LIDAR
39 40 96 32.5
FJight Date 03-AUG-89
Segments (Files) X = Start/end of fiIe
Start 17 4820 Eed 19 504 Gaps i Laran out
GrLd Oriented True N _ = 5 mjn GMT
Range tingl at 50 km
$coJe (_/km) - 5643B _ = Photo event
\
39 ° 5
39°0
i
Twin Otter Trock Plot
FIFE 8906
Reference Point FIFE LIDAR
39 4,5 96 31.9
Flight Date _4-AUG-89
Segments (Files): x = Start/end of fiIe
Start J4 4200 End 17 1605 Gaps = Laron out
Grid Oriented True N _ a 5 mJn GMT
Rangl #Ingl at 50 km i Photo event
Stele Jmm/km) _ S39@3
Twin Otter Track Plot
FIFE 89-07
Reference Paint FIFE L_DAR
39 45 96 31.9
Flight Dote 04-AUG-89
Segments (FiJes) X = Start/end of fiJe
Start 18 3703 End 20 eRO@ Gap= = Laran out
Grid Oriented True N
i 5 mJn GMT
Range r_ng= at 50 k_
Scale (mtn/km) . 639@3 _ i Photo event
Twin Otter Track Plot
FIFE 89-08
Reference Point FIFE LIDAR
3945 9631.9
FIight Dote 06-AUG-89
Segments (FJ|ee) x I Start end of fiJe
Start 15 2802 End 10 302@ Gape - Laran out
Grid Oriented True N @ = 5 min GMT
Range ringi at 50 km = Photo event
Scale (fr_/km) . 6 39d3
FIG. 8(b): FLIGHT TRACK PLOTS - FLIGHTS 05 TO 08
Twin Otter Track Ptot
FIFE 89-09
Reference Point FIFE LIDAR
39 45 96 319
Flight Date 06-AUG-89
Segments IFLJes) X = Start/end of file
Start Ig 2901 End 22 1203 Gaps = Loron out
Grid Oriented True N @ = 5 min GMT
Range rln_= at 5 0 km
Sca;e (mm/km) - 6 3963 R = Photo event
Twin Otter Track Plot
FIFE 89-10
Reference Point FIFE LIDAT
394. 5 96319
FIight Dote 07-AUG-89
Segments (Files) X = Start/end of file
Start 15 5000 End 18 605 Gaps _ Loron out
Gr_d Orilnted True N _ = 5 min GMT
Range ringi at 5.0 km
Scale (ram/kin) - 6 3963 _ = Photo event
I
i !
I
I
t
Twin Otter Track Plot
FIFE 89-11
Reference Point FIFE LIDAR
39 4 5 96 31 9
Flight Date De-AUG-89
Se9ments (Flies) x = Start/end of file
Start 15 5500 End T8 2308 Gaps = Loron out
Grid Oriented True N @ = 5 m_n GMT
Ranqe r&ngs at 50 k_ = Photo event
Scold (mm/km) - 6 3963
"rwir_ Otter Track Plot
FIFE 89-12
Reference Point FIFE LIDAR
39 4 5 96 31 9
Flight Date O8-AU G-89
Segments (Files) x = Stark/end of file
Start 19 5000 End 21 4206 GaDs = Loron out
Grid Oriented True N @ = 5 mJn GMT
Rotlc_e ri_$ at 50 kra
Scale (rr_/km) - 63963 _ = Photo event
F w
FIG. 8(c): FLIGHT TRACK PLOTS - FLIGHTS 09 TO 12
Twin Otter Treok Ptot
FIFE 89-13
Reference Point FIFE LIDAR
3g 45 96 3f.9
Flight Dote 1D-AUG-89
Segments (Files) X = Start/end of file
Start 16 3601 End 18 3603 Cops =Loron out
Grid Oriented Trul N
= 5 min CMT
flang* ring* at 50 km
Scale (me_/km) - 83963 _ = Photo event
Twin Otter Track Plot
FIFE 89-14, NIGHT
Reference Point FIFE LIDAR
394 5 96319
FIight Dote 10-AUG-89
Segments (Flies): x = Start/end of file
Start 1 1803 End 2 4406 _Qps _ Loron out
Grid Oriented True N 4p = 5 min GMT
Rongl ringl (It 50 km
Scale (_/km) - 73803 j -- Photo event
Twin Otter Track Ptot
FIFE 89-15
ReflrencG Point FrFE L_OAR
39 45 96 31.9
Flight Dote t1-AUC-89
Segments (Files): x = Start/end of file
Start 17 803 End 19 3905 Gaps = Loron out
Grid Oriented True N _ - 5 min GMT
8Bn_l rl_l O[ 5,0 k_
Scale (mm/km) . 63_63 I = Photo event
TwJ. n Otter Track Plot
FTFE 89-16
Reference Point FIFE 89_16
394.5 96319
FI _ght Dote 12-AUG-89
Segments (F_les) X -Start/end of file
Start 16 4101 End 19 58t_ Gops _ Loron out
Grid Oriented True N
- 5 min GMT
Rongl rings et 50 km
Scale (ram/kin) = 45688 I = Photo event
/
39 ° 15 /
i
\
FIG. 8(d): FLIGHT TRACK PLOTS - FLIGHTS 13 TO 16
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FIG. 9(a): TWIN OTTER SOUNDINGS - FLIGHTS 01, 03, 04 AND 06
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FIG. 9(b): TWIN OTTER SOUNDINGS - FLIGHTS 08, 10, 11 AND 12
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FIG. 9(c): TWIN OTTER SOUNDINGS - FLIGHTS 13 TO 16
Fig. 10. Twin Otter Flux Data
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FIG. 13: COSPECTRA USING WEP AND WGEI
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FIG. 14: EFFECT OF HIGH-PASS FILTERING
Fig. 15: Unfiltered vs Filtered
Sensible Heat Fluxes - 1989
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